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ON THE COMPLEX STRUCTURE

OF A MANIFOLD OF SECTIONS

NORIHITO KOISO*

Abstract. A canonical complex structure is defined on (infinite dimensional) spaces of
all Coo-cross sections. The moduli space of holomorphic mappings from a compact
complex manifold to a complex manifold, which forms a complex 8pace by Douady,
turns out to be a complex ~nalytic set of the space of Coo-mappings.

o. Introduction

There are two different classical approaches to the theory of deformations,

one is developed by Kodaira and Spencer [6], and the other by Douady [2]. Both

approaches have their own merits. For example, the former uses tensor analysis,

which allows relations with other geometrie structures e.g. riemannian lnetrics.

On the other hand, the latter approach gives complex structures on the moduli

spaces more directly than the former. These approaches are unified in a sense in

[7] or [11]' where Banach spaces are effectively used to construct moduli spaces

or structures on moduli spaces.

T~e purpose of this paper is to extend the idea of the unified approach.

Our approach is similar to Douady's, but we consider not only spaces of complex

analytic ohjects hut also those of COO-objects, and discuss on almost complex

structures as far as possible.

Theorem A. Let E be a fiber bundle over a compact Coo-maniJold M.

Assume that each fiber oJ E is a complex maniJold. Then the space COO(E) oJ all

sections Jorms an (infinite dimensional) complex maniJold.

Theorem B. Let M be a compac.t almost complex maniJold and N a com

plex maniJold. The space oJ all holomorphic maps (i. e., maps whose derivatives

commute with the alm03t complex structures) Jrom M to N Jorms a complex

analytic set oJ COO(M, N).

* This research was done when the author was staying in Max-Planck-Institut für Mathe
matik in Bonn.
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ON THE COMPLEX STRUCTURE

OF A MANIFOLO OF ~ECTIONS

NORIHITO !(01SO*

Abstract A canonical complex structure is defined on (infinite dimensional) spaces of all Coo

cross sections. The moduli space of holomorphic mappings from a compact complex manifold

to a complex manifold, which forms a complex space by Douady, turns out to be a complex

analytic set of the space of Coo-mappings.

o. Introduction

There are two different classical approaches to the theory of defonnations,

one is developed by 1(odaira and Sperrcer [6], and the other hy Douady [2]. Both

approaches have their own merits. For example, the former uses tensor analysis,

which allows relations with other geometrie structures e.g. riemannian metries.

On the other hand, the latter approach gives complex structures on the moduli

spaces more directly than the fonner. These approaches are unified in a sense in

[7J or [11], where Banach spaces are effectively used to construct moduli spaces

or structures on moduli spaces.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the idea of the unified approach.

Dur approach is similar to Douady's, hut we consider not only spaces of complex

analytic ohjects hut also those of COO-ohjects, and discuss on almost complex

structures as far as possihle.

Theorem A. Let E be a fiber bundle over a compact Coo-mani/old M.
Assume that each fiber 0/ E i" a complex mani/old. Then the space COO(E) 0/ all

sections /OT1T'l..9 an (infinite dimensional) complex mani/old.

Theorem B. Let M be a compact almost complex mani/old and N a com·

plex mani/old. The space 0/ all holomorphic maps (i.e., maps whose derivatives

commute with the almost complex structure~) /rom M to N forms a complex

analytic set 0/ COO(M, N).

* This research was done when the author was staying in Max-Planck-Institut für Mathe
matik in Bonn.
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This research was motivated by a discussion with A. Fischer. In particular,

Theorem A and Proposition 1.4 were got as answers to ms question. The author

is grateful to hirn.

1. Definition of the complex structure

To state Theorem A more precisely, we need some basic definitions. Through

out this paper, M denotes a compact Coo-manifold. We call a fiber bundle E

over Manalmost complex fiber bundle if each fiber Ex is an almost complex

manifold (which depends Coo-Iy on M). We call E a complex fiber bundle if each

ahnost complex structure is integrable, in other words, if E is a differentiable

family of complex manifolds with parameter space M. For an almost complex

fiber bundle E, we denote by Jx the almost complex structure on each Ex and

by V E the vertical distribution on E.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let 7r : E ~ M be an almost complex fiber bundle. We

denote by COO(E) the set of all Coo-sections. The space Coo(E) is an (infinite

dimensional) manifold and the tangent space T~Coo(E) at the point s E Coo( E)
is the space Coo (s-1 VE), that is, eE T6 Coo (E) is regarded as a map from J..f

to TE such that e(x) E TlJ(x)E and (d7r)e(x) = 0 for each x E M. vVe define an

almo.st complex 3tructure .:1 on the space Coo(E) by

Theorem 1.2. I/ E i3 a complex fiber bundle, then the almost complex

mani/old (COO(E),.:1) iB a complex mani/old.

In the above definition, we considered the set of COO-sections. We can define

analogously the space of H r-sections, and the space COO(E) becomes an ILH

manifold. To prove propositions in this paper, we need standard techniques

developed by Omori [10], but we will omit details. For standard properties of

infinite dimensional complex manifold, we refer to [2] and [5, Chap. IV].

Now we will give two different proofs of Theorem 1.2. The first one directly

defines a holomorphic coordinate system and the second one uses an infinite

dimensional version of Newlander-Nirenberg's theorem.

Proo/ (First). By [9], for any point e E E, there are an open neighbourhood

W of e in E and a Coo-map f : W -+ er (2r = dimREx ) such that the map

7f x I : W -+ 7f(W) X I(W) is a diffeomorphism and that the restrietion fl(ExnlV)
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is holomorphic for each x E 1r(W). We fix a sectioll So E COO(E). Then we ean

ehoose a finite open covering {lVn}nEA of the image of So in E and maps {fn :

Wo' -+ er}O'EA with the property above. We define an open neighbourhood U (so)

of So in COO(E) by {s E COO(E);s(Un ) C WO'}, where Un = 1r(Wa ), and define a

map 'P from U(so) into the complex vector spaee V = EB n EACOO(1r(Wn ); er) by

'P (S ) 0' ( x) = f 0' ( S ( x) ) for a E A, x E U0 •

Since we have, for eE TlJCOO(E),

the map 'P is an imbedding. Moreover sinee fnj(Ex n Wo) is holomorphie,

(d'P )lJ ( :7e) 0' ( x) = (df0) lJ (x) Jxe(x) = Ja ((df0' ) lJ (x) E(x) ) ,

where Ja is the linear almost complex structure of er, we see that 'P is holomor

phie, Le., (d'P):7E= .:Jo (d'P)E where .:Ja is the linear almost eomplex structure

of V. As finite dimensional ease, by the implicit funetion theorem, the ilnage

of 'P 1S a complex submanifold V' of V and the almost complex structure .:J of

U(so) eoincides with the pull-back of the eomplex strueture of V' by the map 'P.

It means that I.p : (U (so), :7) ~ (V' l .:Jo) gives a holomorphic coordinate system

around the point So E COO(E). Q.E.D.

The second proof is based on the following

Proposition 1.3 ([4]). The Nijenhui!3 tensor N(.:J) of .:J vani!3he!3 if and

only if each Jx is integrable.

Gnee one conjectures it, it is easy to prove it by usual tensor calculus. How

ever, this observation i5 important because at first it gives the converse of Theo

rem A, and next it directly means that, in Theorem B, the complex structure of

N is essential, while the almost complex structure of M i8 not important as we

will see in Remark 4.3.

Now the seeond proof is reduced to the following two propositions.

Proposition 1.4 (Newlander-Nirenberg's theorem). Areal analytic almost

complex structure on areal analytic Hilbert manifold is a complex .!tructure if and

only if its Nijenhuis tensor vanishes.

Lenlnla 1.5. For a complex fiber bundle E, COO(E) is areal analytic

manifold and the almo.!t complex structure .:J is real analytic on COO(E).
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Proof (of Lemma 1.5). We fix a section So E eCO(E) and choose a fiber

metric defined on an open neighbourhood of Im(so) in E which is real analytic

along each fiber and the convergence radius of the Taylor expansion is uniformly

bounded from below on Im(so). Such a fiber metric can be constructed, for

example, aB follows. Let {(WO', 10" Ua)}aEA be as in the first proof of Theorem

1.2 and choose a partition of unity {u a } subordinate to the open covering {Ua }

of M. Denoting by 90 the Hat metric on er, we can define

9 = L ua . I~go.
aEA

Now define J; = (expx)'" Jx using the exponential map : TlJo(x)Ex ~ Ex of the

metric gx for each x E M. The tensor field J* is defined on an open neighbour

hood W of the zero-section of the vector bundle SOl V E over M and each J;
is real analytic with bounded convergence radius. Therefore the tensor field 3*
defined by J* as Definition 1.1 has holomorphic extension and so is real analytic.

When we choose another section SI E COO(E), all transformations we used are

real analytic on each fiber, hence the manifold CCO(E) becomes areal analytic

manifold and the tensor field 3 is real analytic. See [7, Appendix]. Q.E.D.

In the finite dimensional real analytic category, Newlander-Nirenberg's the

orem is proved easily as follows ([3]). Take a holomorphic extension of the pair

(R2r ,J) t 0 (C2r , Je). The holomorphic distribution D"6 on e 2r defined by

{X E T+C2r ;JeX = AX} is involutive if and only if the Nijenhuis ten

sor vanishes. Therefore by Frobenius' theorem in holomorphic category, there is

a holomorphic map I : c 2
r ~ er such that D"6 = I<er(dl), and the restriction

flR2r : R2r ~ er defines a holomorphic coordinate system of (R2r, J) around

the origin. Thus to prove Proposition 1.4, the only point to check is Frobenius'

theorem in infinite dimensional holomorphic category, which we prove in below.

Proposition 1.6 (Frobenius' theorem). Let X and Y be Hilbert .space.s

and 9 : X ffi Y ~ L(X, Y) a holomorphie map defined on an open neighbourhood

0/ the origin. Let D be an Ioeal d~tribution on X EB Y defined by D(x, y) =
{(v, g(x, y)v); v EX}. If D i.s involutive, then there exi8t.s a holomorphic map

f : X ffi Y ~ Y 8uch that 1(0, y) = y and {(v, (dl)(x,y)(v, O))} = D(x, fex, y)).

Proof. By [1], such map f exists provided that we require only that f
belongs in er-category. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that the derivative df

is C-linear. Denote by dx , dy the derivatives for the direction X, Y, respectively.
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Then, since

(dx/)(x,y) = g(x,/(x,y)),

dx / is C-linear. On the other hand, since

(dxdy /)(v,w) = (dydx/)(w,v) = (dyg)((dy /)w,v)

for v E X and w E Y, and 9 is holomorphic, we see that

(dx[dy /, JyJ)(v, w) = (dxdy f)(v, Jyw) - Jy(dxdy /)(v, w)

= (dyg)((dy /)Jyw, v) - Jy(dyg)((dy /)w, v)

= (dyg)([dy /, Jy]w, v),

where Jy is the linear almost complex structure of Y. Here the tensor field

[d y /, Jy ] vanishes on 0 EB Y. Thus the uniqueness of the solution of O.D.E.

implies that [d y /, Jy ] vanishes on an open neighbourhood of the origin of X EB Y,

that is, also dy is C-linear. Q.E.D.

Finally in this section we remark that Definition 1.1 of the complex structure

on C<X>( E) is natural. For example, the following is easy to see.

Proposition 1.7. Let E and F be complex fiber bundle3 over M and

/ : E -Jo F a complex fiber mapJ 1. e., holomorphic on each fiber. Then the

canonically induced map

is holomorphic.

This proposition applies in particular to the cases that E is a subbundle of

F and that F is a quotient bundle of E.

2. Compatibility with other structures

We consider a complex fiber bundle E over M with another geometric struc

ture on each fiber. At first, let each fiber be a complex Lie group.

DEFINITION 2.1. A complex fiber bundle E over M is called a complex Lie

group bundle if each fiber is a complex Lie group and the group operations depend

C<X>-ly on M.
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Theorem 2.2. __ For a complex Lie group bundle E over M, the space

Coo(E) becomes an (infinite dimen~ional) complex Lie group.

Proof. We know that Coo(E) is a complex manifold and easily see that it

is a group. We check that the multiplying operator is holomorphic, wmch implies

also that the inverse operator is holomorphic by the implicit function theorem.

The multiplying operator is given by m(s},s2)(X) = Sl(X)·S2(X). Let ~i be a

tangent vector at Si. Then, since

and dRs2 (x) and dL s1 (x) commute with the almost complex structure, we get

(dm)("11"2)(J~1".1~2)(X)= :J(dR"2(X)~1 + dLsdx)~2)(X)

= (:J( dm )("1 '''2)(~l, ~2))( X).

Next, we give

Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 2.3. A complex fiber bundle E over M is called a Kähler fiber

bundle if each fiber is a I<':ähler manifold and the fiber metric tensor depends Coo
lyon M. If a volllllle element VM on the base manifold M is given, we define a

metric on the space Coo(E) by

(6,6) = Lgx(6 (x), 6(X))VM,

where 9 is the fiber metric of E and 6, ~2 tangent vectors at S E COO(E).

Theorem 2.4. For a K ähler fiber bundle E over M with a volume element

on M, the space Coo(E) becomes an (infinite dimensional) Kähler mani/old.

Proof. It is clear that the metric ( , ) is a hermitian metric. We denote by

w the I<':ähler form of the fiber metric and by fl that of ( , ), and show that fl

is closed. Let ~l, ~2 and ~3 be tangent vectors at s E COO(E). As in the second

proof of Theorem 1.2, we may assume that Eis a vector bundle over M (but the

I(ähler structure may be non-linear on each fiber). If we extend ~i'S parallelly,

then [~1, ~2] etc. vanish, and so

(d!l)(~1,~2,~3) = ~d{~2,:J~3)] + alt.

= 6 1M g(6,J6)VM + alt. = 1M 6(x)[w(6,6)JVM + alt.

= 1)dw)(6,6,6)VM = o. Q.E.D.
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3. Basic Examples

The most typical examples are complex fiber bundles associated with princi

pa! fiber bundles and trivial fiber bundles. Let P ~ M be a principal !{-bundle

and the Lie group !( act on a complex manifold N as holomorphic transforma

tions. Then the associated fiber bundle PxKN is a complex fiber bundle over M
and Coo (P X K N) becomes a complex manifold. Moreover, if N is a complex Lie

group and the action of K preserves the structure, then the space eoo(P x K N)

becomes a complex Lie group. If N is a Kähler manifold and !( acts as isometries

and M is endowed with a volume element, then the space COO(PxKN) becomes

a !(ähler manifold.

In particular, when the Lie group K is trivial, the space COO(M, N) of aH

maps has the corresponcling structure.

Remark that the transformation group bundle P XAd-1 !( acts on Px KN as

automorphisms of fiber bundle. Therefore, Proposition 1.7 implies that the (real)

Lie group COO(P XAd-1 N) acts on Coo(PxKN) as holomorphic transformations.

As a special case, we consider the set of all almost complex structures on

a compact manifold M. Let N be the set of all linear complex structures on

Rn, where n = dimR M. The manifold N is a homogeneous eomplex manifold

and the group GL(n, R) acts as holomorphie transformations. Thus the space

E = F(M) XCL(n,R) N beeomes a eomplex fiber bundle over M and the set of all

almost eomplex structures is nothing but the space Coo(E), which is a eomplex

manifold. Moreover, sinee this complex structure is invariant under the action of

the group D(M) of diffeomorphisms of M, the eoset spaee COO(E)jD(M) admits

a complex space structure. These complex struetures are nothing but those given

by the classical holomorphic coordinate system [8].

4. COlnpatibility with the classical defornlation theory

In the previous section, we saw that at least the complex structure J is the

same as the classical one in the theory of defonnations of complex structures.

However, to apply Definition 1.1 to defonnation theory, we need one more anal

ysis. That is, the space of holomorphic maps should be a complex analytic set.

Remark that Definition 1.1 of complex structure :J does not require any complex

structure on the base manifold M.

Now let E be a complex fiber bundle over M and assume that Eis a complex

manifold. Since notations in below are complicated for general cases, we treat
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the trivial case E = M x N at first, and will reduce general cases to it later.

Let JN be the almost complex structure of N. For a map sECco(M, N), the

differential ds is a map from TM to T N, and JN( ds) is defined by JN(ds) : X ~

JN( (ds )X). Since TM is not compact, we regard ds as a cross sectiün Ds of the

bundle T* M 0 TN (-+ M x N) over M. Für x E M, the fiber of the bundle

T* M ® TN -+ M has the structure of the fiber bundle

T;M ®R TN -+ N,

and choosing (real) basis of T; M, it is identified with the fiber bundle

TNEB···ffiTN-+N.
, #

'V'

n times

If we puH-back the complex structure of (TN ffi ... ffi T N) to the space T; M ®R

T N, it is independent of the choice of basis of T; M and is compatible with the

operation JN above. In that sense the fiber T; M 0R T N is a holomorphic ve«tor

bundle over N, and has a complex structure. Thus D is a map from a complex

manifold COO(M, N) to a complex manifold Coo(T* M 0 TN).

Lemma 4.1. The map D i3 holomorphic.

Proof. By the definition of the complex structure :!, we may consider

locally, i .e., we may replace M, N by open neighbourhoods of the origins of Rn,

er, respectively. Then the space T* M 0 T N is replaced by Rn + er +Rn 0 er,
and for a map s : Rn -+ er, the map

is given by Ds(x) = (x,s(x),8M s),

Thus

w here aM denotes the partial derivatives (a/Bx 1 , ... , {) / Bx n ). Therefore for a
one parameter family {St}, we see

(~St)(X) = (s(x), ~St(X)) E er x er,
d d

(dt Dst}(x) = dt (x, Bt(X), 8M St)

d d
= (x,s(x),8Ms,O, dtS,{)M dts).

d d
(:1 dtSt)(x) = (S(X),JN dtSt(x)),

d d d
(dD(:! dtSt))(x) = (x,S(X),{)MS,O,JNdt s,8M JN dts),
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d d d
(.:TdD ( dt st »(x) = (x, s(x ),aM s, 0, JNdt s, JNaM dt s).

Since J N is constant in t he coordinate system, dD (.:T (ds t / dt» and .:TdD (ds t / dt)

coincides. Q.E.D.

Now we use an almost complex structure JM of the base manifold M. The

space T* M 0 TN is decomposed to

and
H = {~E T*M&;TN;~JM = JN~}

A = {~E T*M &; TN;~JM = -JN~}

Here, it is easy to check that the mappings JM and JN are holomorphic on each

fiber T; M &; T N, and so the projection maps from T; M &; T N to H and A are

holomorphic, and H x and A x are complex submanifolds of T; M &; T N. Thus if

we define a map D : COO(M,N) ~ COO(A) as the A-part af D, then the map'D

i8 holomorphic by Proposition 1.7, and hence we get

Proposition 4.2. 1/ N iJ a complex mani/old and M an almoJt complex

mani/old, then the Jpace 0/ all holomorphic mapJ = {s E COO(M, N) j Ds = O}
/orrnJ a complex analytic ~et 0/ COO(M, N).

REMARK 4.3. In the above proposition, we da not use so essentially the

almost complex structure of M. In fact, from the proof, it is clear that the same

conclusion holds even for an almost contact manifold M.

\Vhen we treat general complex fih.er bundle E over M, we may consider

the complex manifold COO(E) as a complex submanifold of COO(M, E) by Propo

sition 1.7, and can apply the above result. However, to ensure that there i8 a

holomorphic section, we set a natural assumption that E is a holomorphic fiber

bundle over a complex manifold M, i.e., E and Mare complex manifolds and

the projection map i8 holomorphic. We can state as

Theorem 4.4. Let E be a holomorphic fiber b1Lndle over a compact complex

mani/old M. Then the Jpace 0/ all holomorphic Jections /orrnJ a complex analytic

~et 0/ the complex mani/old COO(E).

It is clear that the complex structure of the set of holomorphic sections

coincides wi th the classical one.
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